Risk and Response Matrix: Wind
Risk Matrix
Risk Level

Response

High

Take Action

Medium

Be Prepared

Low

Be Aware

Very Low

No Action

High
Medium
Likelihood
Low
Very Low
Minimal

Minor

Significant

Severe

Potential Impacts

Response Matrix:
Wind
Very Low - Business as
usual

Low - Be Aware

Medium - Be Prepared

High - Take Action

We will notify you if weather
conditions change.

Be aware of possible tumbling of

Be prepared for downed power

Expect downed power lines,

unsecured objects, falling tree

lines, tumbling and rolling of

tumbling and rolling of unsecured

limbs, sea spray, and choppy seas

unsecured objects, falling tree

objects, falling tree limbs and trees,

in [...locations…]. Also be aware of

limbs and trees, sea spray, choppy

sea spray, choppy seas and large

possible traffic delays.

seas and large breaking waves in

breaking waves in [..locations...].

[...locations…]. Also be prepared

Also expect road closures and

for road closures and traffic delays.

traffic delays.
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Monitor for changing weather

Be aware of tumbling of

Be prepared for tumbling and

Expect for tumbling and

conditions

unsecured objects, falling

rolling of unsecured objects,

rolling of unsecured objects,

limbs, sea spray, and choppy

falling limbs and trees, sea

falling limbs and trees, sea

seas in [...locations…].

spray, choppy seas and large

spray, choppy seas and large

breaking waves in

breaking waves in

[...locations…].

[..locations]

Secure objects such as

Secure large objects such as

garbage cans

garbage cans if so to do so.

Be prepared for traffic delays,

Expect significant traffic

road closures, and

delays, road closures, and

congestion at traffic signals

congestion especially in

Beware Increased travel
times
Be aware of downed power
lines and isolated power
outages
Beware of large breaking

areas with power outages,

waves and rip tides near
beaches and possible sea
spray and sand on roads

Be prepared for downed

down trees, utility polls.

power lines, power and utility

Avoid driving if possible

outages. Prepare for to have

Beware of choppy seas,
rough waters impacting

extra water and non-

Expect downed power lines

perishable food.

and long power outages.
Stay away from impacted

fishermen, small sailboats

Be prepared of large breaking areas. Secure extra water,
waves and rip tides near
food, and fuel if possible

and other small craft (small
craft advisory)

beaches and possible sea

Beware of reduced visibility

spray and sand on roads.

Expect large waves, beach

Avoid these areas if possible

flooding, erosion and riptides.

and isolated health impacts
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Stay away from beaches,

Be prepared of choppy seas,

boardwalks, coastal roads,

Beware of isolated structure

rough waters impacting

etc.

damage

fishermen, small sailboats
and other small craft. Move

Small watercraft take shelter,

watercraft to safe locations

secure watercraft if possible

Be prepared of reduced

Expect structural damage.

visibility and health impacts.

Keep window and doors

Check with airlines for

Ensure at risk residents are

closed. Keep away from

possible delays or

safely indoors

windows

Be prepared for impacts of

Expect health impacts. Stay

Beware of possible reduction

grassland fires. Move upwind

indoors if possible. Ensure

in port activities

and out of danger of fires

people at risk are indoors and

Beware and stay aware fire
danger and associated
impacts smoke

cancellation of flights

secure
Beware of possible change in

Check with airlines for

tourist activities

possible delays/cancellations

Monitor conditions if

of flights

grassfires exist. Expect to

Beware to secure wind
turbines and solar systems

evacuate to safety if
Be prepared to move ships,

downwind of fire danger

secure containers, and
Call emergency services if

reduce port activities

impacted

Check with airlines; expect
delays and cancellations of

Plan for cancellation or

flights

change in location and timing
of tourist, social, and outdoor

Move ships out of port,
secure containers, cranes,
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activities

and other equipment in port

Be prepared to secure wind

Cancel all outdoor tourist,

turbines and solar systems

social events. Make sure
spectators and participants

Call emergency services if

are safe and secure

impacted
Stow all possible wind
turbines and solar systems
Call emergency services if
impacted
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